The 
Introduction
With the rapid development of communication technology in recent years, the modulation methods of communication signals are diverse and complex at a wide frequency band. So how to effectively identify signal's modulation mode is the focus in cooperation communication [1] . The task of feature extraction is to extract the effective features of signal, map the characteristics of the signal from high dimensional feature space to low, choose and optimize the characteristic parameters correctly. It is the key link of communication signal recognition. Many researches have been made by domestic and foreign authors from different angles to identify the modulation of communication signals. Recognition algorithm based on parameter estimation [2] [3] [4] is concerned by many people due to its simple algorithm, small amount of calculation and easy to realize. However, some prior knowledge must be get for the characteristic parameters extraction including signal's initial phase, the carrier frequency, etc. So it has certain restriction in practical application. The identification algorithm based on high-order cumulant [5] has good inhibitory effect to white noise, but need to calculate more parameters, it can only identify limited categories of the signals. Algorithm based on signal constellation chart [6] is more intuitive, and has good scalability, but it has strict synchronization requirement for the receiving system. Algorithm based on cyclic spectrum analysis [7] has large calculation, it is not good for real-time identification. Consider from the simplest aspects, Signal's modulation can be identified directly from its waveform actually. The complexity and distribution of the waveform are good characteristics to identify signal, and they will not change much in certain SNR. So it's possible to use fractal box counting dimension [8] and entropy characteristics [9] which characterized signal's complexity and distribution respectively to identify signals. And it has property of not sensitive to SNR and modulation parameters. This provides theoretical basis for communication signal modulation's recognition.
Basic theoretical knowledge

Fractal box dimension basic algorithm
Fractal dimension is a tool to depict complexity characteristics of object. Box dimension is one algorithm in many calculation methods which is simple and has small amount of calculation, it can well describe the complexity characteristics of the signal. 
N is the number of sampling points, and 
Choose a section with good linear degree of fitting curve
as the free-scale area, so:
k were the beginning and the end of the free-scale area respectively. The slope of the curve fitting directly is the signal's box counting dimension. Fractal box dimension has no absolute meaning, just has relatively value. So it is valuable to use the same method to calculate different signal's box counting dimension in practical application. 
Antinoise Performance of Fractal box Dimension
So the probability of box numbers covering signal waveform points in all the boxes can be expressed as follows:
N is larger, and   n N i is smaller, so:
We can see from the formula (10) that the noise has less effect on the fractal box dimension [10] , it has a good anti-noise property for signal identification. Therefore, it is possible to classify signal roughly using fractal box dimension characteristics.
Index entropy
"Entropy" is an important concept of information, it can measure the uncertainty of signal. It is realistic to classify signal closely because that the entropy value feature can express the distribution of signal.
The amount of information of events with probability i P can be defined as follows:
  It is one of the effective signal extraction methods using index entropy value characteristics to measure the signal's distribution. It is using the distribution features of the signal for further classification after the rough classification through the complex features of signal based on fractal characteristics. There is no other need for characteristic parameters, and it has advantage of simple and small amount of calculation.
Communication modulation signal identification system model
According to the discussion above, modulation recognition system model is designed as shown in figure 1 below:
The 
Modulation recognition algorithm's realization and simulation analysis
In the simulation environment with SNR of 10dB, it classifies and identifies seven kinds of communication signals AM, FM, PM, ASK, FSK, 2PSK, BPSK. Then it roughly classifies the signals into three groups with fractal box dimension characteristics, then classifies the signals of each group in details with index entropy characteristics, finally achieves the purpose of signal recognition.
Step 1 Calculate the signal's fractal box counting dimension, set threshold value to classify the signals roughly based on the theory that fractal box dimension can reflect the different complexity characteristics of the signal. According to the changing trend of different signals' fractal box dimension curves in the simulation diagram, the method of setting threshold value is made as follows:
The signals are divided into three groups by the two thresholds, one group includes FM，PM，FSK, one group includes AM，ASK, and the third one includes 2PSK，BPSK. The simulation result is shown in figure 2 : From the data results shown in the chart we can come to the conclusion: (1) The fractal box dimensions of seven kinds of signals have many differences due to the different complexity of signals' waveforms.
(2) The wave distribution of signal is completely hidden by the distribution of noise when the SNR is lower, therefore, the box dimension is the same because it reflects the complexity of noise.
(3) The signal's waveform reveal when the SNR is higher, now we can distinguish the signals due to the different complexity it reflects.
(4) The fractal box dimension curves of BPSK and 2PSK verifies the fact that the fractal box dimension is the same for the same complexity signals. So the paper won't discuss these two signals.
Step2 Calculate the index entropy value of the signal's spectrum, identify the signal's modulation type using the signal's spectrum distribution characteristics to realize the signal's detailed classification. According to the simulation diagram, the threshold is set the same as above: Step3 The extracted characteristics of fractal box dimension and index entropy are used as the basis of signal recognition. Produce 100 samples for each signal in the SNR of 10dB, simulate and validate the signal samples' recognition using the threshold to get the error rate. Simulation experiment above indicates that using fractal box counting dimension and index entropy to recognize the modulation type of signal has good recognition effect. It still has high recognition rate in low SNR. And the algorithm is simple, intuitive and easy to realize.
The information entropy is used to describe the uncertainty of signal's distribution and the complexity characteristics of the signal. So it can be used to identify the different types of signals' modulation. Literature [11] has described the characteristics of information entropy comprehensively. Use information entropy to recognize the seven kinds of signal above, simulation results is shown in figure 5 . The signals can only be identified when the SNR is higher than 20 dB. The index entropy characteristics' distances in this paper is greater than information entropy. And the number of signals can be identified increased due to the fractal box dimension characteristics. Therefore, it has better application value.
Conclusion
This article proposed a communication signal modulation recognition feature extraction algorithm based on fractal box dimension and index entropy. Classify the signals two times through the two kind features extracted in order to achieve the purpose of the signal recognition. Simulation results show that the recognition rate is high. The calculation method is simple and not sensitive to noise. It has good application value in practice. In this paper, 7 different modulation modes of communication signals are identified in different SNR. It can identify the signals effectively by setting the right threshold. It also provides a good application for feature extraction algorithm which is the key link of communication signal recognition.
